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About This Game
In this whimsical VR game, players have the opportunity to sort defective cats, disassemble them and rebuild them into
“purfect” felines, using intuitive controls. The room-scale VR experience can be played alone or in a group, as the design allows
for party gameplay with friends or family.
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Not worth it. Not even for a dollar.
I might consider it a bargain to PAY to have this removed from my library.. Maximized Bravado and Ruthlessness, minimized
Cunning and Compassion, fought in the dirt, made everyone angry, became a warleader, and slept with Morgan.
11\/10 - would pull the sword again.. A good solid entry into the Logistical game empire. Not the hardest, for sure, but there will
be some limitations and challenges to keep you busy. And you get Scotland, so there you go. 10\/10. Pretty decent after the huge
update.
More like facebook version of the game. There still is some rendering issues but if you want a good challenging survival game
with a lobby full of russians then go on. :D
8\/10. RUFO: Thanks

Buff the nerf gun thx. it not good. Visuals: It looks like your typical RPG maker game, but there are a few things that bugged
me. Kenshi, Edge's father, looks nothing like he did in the previous game, and he looks really young to be Edge's Dad, as does
Edge's Mother. Also, I think it's kinda odd that they show Edge's Mother losing clothes as she takes damage, there is just
something odd to me about sexualizing the main character's Mother, I dunno. Sakae doesn't look like she belongs in the game at
all. She looks like she belongs in a high school anime.
Music and Sound: Just typical RPG maker music, although the battle music starts to get catchy after awhile. :)
Game play: The battle system feels a little more balanced than the previous game. This time characters feel more like they have
set roles. You have two fighters, a mage and a healer. I'm not sure I like the style better, but it was ok.
Story: I found the story quite weird in the sequel, and it felt very rushed, almost like they were not entirely sure how to finish it.
The characters lacked emotion, like reunions that should have been quite emotional, just felt flat.
Time Played: One of the shortest games I have played. Even with experience grinding and finding everything, it only took me
about 2 1/2 hours.
Recommendation: I got this game in a bundle for like 5.00 (the whole bundle) so it is ok when you buy it that way. I really
wouldn't waste time or money on this one though. It wasn't as fun as the first one even. Save yourself time and money and just
look up how it ends, since the first one ends on a cliff hanger.. Nice soundtrack. Bibiki is very talented.. "Get ready to send
marines to kill aliens that no man's seen before!"
That, my friend, is the plot of Alien Hallway in one sentence. Sorry for spoiling it. Alien Hallway is a light strategy game where
you only manage the finances and hiring troops, who handle the destruction by themselves.
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Drones get you money by scavenging electronics. With money you can send marines to destroy the alien teleporter, the
objective of every level. The marines are AI controlled and you can only choose, when to throw their grenades. At the same
time you must not allow the aliens to destroy your base.
Apparently, these aliens are fairly technologically advanced. There's no telling which side threw the first stone but because of
the mentality of the storyline, my bet would be on the humans. Most of the aliens are fairly mindless and naked green little men
who just come and smash your hyper-trained marines but their elite troops have powerful swords and advanced armour, ranged
weapons like blasters, forcefields that make the aliens nearly indestructible and even huge exoskeletons with tank cannons
attached to be reckoned with. One alien type clearly tries to fry the brains of your troops with some kind of telepathy and
another one is an exploding kamikaze troop.
On your side, you've got a fairly diverse bunch of soldiers and a manually used air strike that can be used every once in a while.
Curiously, the flame-thrower guy is the cheapest and weakest of the bunch. The pricier ones are generally better, so later I
ended up usually simply stacking up on snipers, missile troopers and heavy laser troops to beat the levels quickly and efficiently.
This is important because it gives you gold.
In between missions you can upgrade your troops and other assets with the gold, which in itself is pretty cool. Higher upgrades
are more expensive with diminishing returns on investment. The most significant upgrade is the soldiers getting better grenades
at level 5, otherwise they just do more damage and can take more beating before dying.
All levels are really similar to each other, with just stronger varieties or larger amounts of mobs. There are a mere couple of
special ones like the one where you start with a large amount of funds but no income. There's some replay value to the levels
because you can do them in four different difficulty levels - indeed, one of the achievements for the game requires you to beat
every level on the highest difficulty (Expert) level. You can also try to 5-star each level, which amounts to doing them fast
enough or with just a small number of casualties. Unfortunately, it's not very obvious what's enough for 5 stars, but the above
goals seemed to nail it for me.
Too bad the game is very grindy. To survive the last levels even on easy requires a good bit of grinding to get powerful enough
troops to survive the missions. You can redo missions for gold, but it's rather boring because you already beat them before and
they're no different when repeated. To get just one troop to level 10 requires on hour or more of grinding and to survive the
expert mode you need several more troop types to high enough level to survive. One could call it a challenge, but mostly, it's a
grind.
This might not be a problem if you could control your soldiers a bit more. Generally they shoot the closest enemy and walk
towards it, and the same goes for the aliens. However, often times it would be very useful for the snipers to concentrate fire on
the forcefield units or the big enemies, but they will also just target the front-line. This is especially frustrating, when the alien
teleporter is very close to being destroyed. The troops keep shooting some big tank enemy that could be finished off after the
teleporter was down, but before the creature is down more enemies pop out of the teleporter. Just general orders to "target large
enemies" and\/or "target the alien teleporter at all costs" for different troop types could have made it so much more interesting.
My stance to not recommend Alien Hallway stems from the lack of control over troops, because it's not enticing to just buy all
the snipers, missiles and laser dudes your money can get, if you can't give them useful commands (throwing a grenade is not
really a good one). This lack of control also makes the game rather casual. I got some 11 hours out of it, but probably first 2 or 3
of them went to finishing the game, the rest being just grinding for gold. It's not a bad game, but it's not very interesting one
either. While its base price 5 \u20ac is not too bad, I'd still advice to get it on sale.. Wonderful game. It has plenty of content and
the gameplay is very enjoyable. It is also challenging at some points.
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I honestly don't understand all the negative reviews for this game.... I had a lot of fun with the combat. The jennies are difficult
until you get dodging down and other special moves. Dodging is extreamly essential in this game, it just takes some time getting
used to and learning the patterns of enemies, especially some of the later boss fights. I enjoyed the anime fan\/otaku humor,
even if it was simple jokes here and there. The anime references where good too and I usually don't care for referential humor,
but this game gets a pass from me. They where executed well, which is what matters. Nothing side splitting but it got me to
chuckle each time. The 'lore' was interesting too, or 'world' whatever you want to call it. The story is simple but I like the world
that it is in; where an anime nerd gets transformation girl powers and has a rival and such. And the sexy, crazy bosses. The boss
fights where fun and the bosses themselves where pretty fun as characters. The levels are short, I would prefer they be longer
but it's nothing I'm gonna knock the game for. The game creators recommend a game pad but I got by just find with my
keyboard.
I would love to see a sequel.. Game crash all the time when I try to choose levels.. It has many mechanism blocks that make
game unique. You can assign the keys for each mechanism blocks, weapon and thruster. You probably like this one if you like
Reassembly, Terra Tech, Captain Forever, Spaz, Starship Constructer. Playable and challenging, no bug found yet..
But little shallow??!. It's basically Unity Asset Store: The Game
The Good:
- Great cyberpunk atmosphere.
- The city is surprisingly well made.
- The fedora achievement is broken. Just click one hat 5 times and it counts that as having found 5 fedoras. No one has time to
look for those.
The Okay:
- Driving controls surprisingly work.
The Bad:
- No optimization whatsoever. The use of unity's ssr and volumetric light effects in particular are absolutely dreadful, I have
some experience with both of those and I know that they drag the performance even in light use, but this game is full of them.
- So many bugs.
- Using Unity's standard mobile fps character in a PC game wasn't the best idea.
- There are like 3 different Npc character models that are used over and over and over again
- I literally have one of the billboard arts as one of my wallpapers.
- There's a picture of Commander Shepard from Mass Effect in the money...?. Sometimes your own life becomes boring or
some difficulties make your life unbearable. In these times, in order to move away from my life, i play some games especially
this game. it takes my 40-60 mins. ( fairly convenient time). When i start this game it feels like i'm diving into some other
universe. I figure out that i control some other things out of my organs. Then i feel this game in last points of my veins. After
end of the game, i feel happy and relax. The Sci-Fi Mission to Mars Pack DLC is purely a Sci-Fi pack (with a small handful of
assets that could be used in other settings).
What comes as a surprise with this pact is the number of extra scripts included, but you do need to be just a little bit familiar
with the most commonly used scripts to make full use of them as some don't appear attatched to the logical object (eg door).
The AI have all been assigned as "Neutral AI" so they are harmless, but if you are new to GameGuru you may not realise that you
need to change their script in their properties tab to change the ways they behave.
For a Sci-Fi setting, inside or out, there are a good number of assets, and they are all good quality and useful.
The decals are almost entirely monitor-screens or wall decals "zone 1, zone 2.etc". Handy enough.
The Characters are compatible with GameGuru's character editor and that is a very welcome feature .... but there are no new
weapons for them. This unarmed state might be a deliberate move, and it is no problem use the characters via the build in character
creator and arm them however you choose and it does showcase some character animataions and hints that you can make other
things than shooters with GameGuru.
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Obviously you could use the rocks and a few other scenery items in other projects but the main point of the Sci-Fi mission to mars
pack is that it is focussed purely on Sci-Fi s and three skyboxes are included, one particularly red and mars-themed.
So for a purely Sci-Fi map you have a most of the elements you could need here. The interior sections are good, and everything
snaps together well. At the click of a button you could change the terrain to snow, paint GameGuru rock on it, or a custom terrain
texture of your own (which is simple to do) and only one of the mars skyboxes is red, so you really could create any sort of
planetary landscape with this.
If you combined it with some pieces of the excellent Death Valley DLC and\/or some of the very good free community made sci-fi
entities and skyboxes you could get very creative with this pack.
One small scenery model caused the level to lag badly when the player approached in test mode, but this is probably because it was
placed upside-down by the map creator who probably never expected anybody to try walking over it (Rover1 model) but didn't
detract from the overall quality of the pack which is very good all round.
If you buy this pack, I really do recommend that the first thing you do is load up the sample map supplied and walk through it in
test mode, it'll give you a great insight into how fog, lighting and sounds can add a great atmosphere very easily and quickly and
how some very basic scripts can liven up the place. It'll be five minutes very well spent.. The English needs improvement, but the
game as a walking simulator is a good view of people who are actually going through these feelings. The story is nice. This game is
comforting in a somber way.
7\/10. nice small plane to do some VFR flights, fun to fly with :D
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